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About This Content

Download the Yamaha Historical Bikes DLC Pack to receive the bikes that have defined the last 20 years of Yamaha
motorcycle production.

The DLC Yamaha Historical Bikes is a memento of the recent past, featuring bikes that enchanted millions of motorcyclists.
The R7 (1998) was specifically designed to compete in the championship dedicated to 750 cc bikes and only 500 units were

produced. The R1 (1998) was conceived with the objective of creating a unique bike that would combine the performance of a
1,000 cc with the lightness and maneuverability of a 600 - legend has it that Yamaha redesigned every single component. The

R1 (2002), developed under the supervision of Kunihiko Miwa, was the first major revision of the model, bringing better
handling and a higher level of riding pleasure.

Yamaha YZF R7 1998:

•Displacement: 749cc
•Maximum power: 77.3 kW (106CV) @ 11.000 rpm
•Maximum torque: 72 Nm (7.4 kg-m) @ 9000 rpm

•Wet weight (including full oil and fuel tank): 207Kg

Yamaha YZF R1 1998:
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•Displacement: 998cc
•Maximum power: 109.5 kW (148.8CV) @ 10.000 rpm
•Maximum torque: 108.3 Nm (11.0 kg-m) @ 8500 rpm
•Wet weight (including full oil and fuel tank): 193 Kg

Yamaha YZF R1 2002:

•Displacement: 998cc
•Maximum power: 110.8 kW (152CV) @ 10.500 rpm

•Maximum torque: 104.9 Nm (70.71 kg-m) @ 8500 rpm
•Wet weight (including full oil and fuel tank): 193 Kg
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Title: RIDE: Yamaha Historical Bikes
Genre: Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Milestone S.r.l.
Publisher:
Milestone S.r.l.
Release Date: 27 Mar, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista SP2 / Windows 7 SP1 / Windows 8 / Windows 8.1

Processor: Intel Core i3-530 @ 2.93 GHz / AMD Phenom II X4 810 @ 2.60 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 @ 1GB / ATI Radeon HD 6790 @ 1GB*

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 35 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

Additional Notes: Laptop versions of graphics cards may work but are not officially supported.

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian,Turkish
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IMMMMMM AMAZING or somthin. My colonists are autistic, depressive, manic and narcissitic.
Rather then working through their depression for survival, they just give up and die.
It's an accurate visual depiction of tumblr.
10\/10. That looks very nice. You must buy this awesome Outfit!. "Volter had 3 sons, Valker, Viper and Viktor..."
I lost after reading this.
Too bad main menu music persist in next three sequels.. Very short demo\/promo but well worth the time downloading and
playing.
The puzzles are well done and reasonably logical with the tools you have available to you. The horror is the context and theme
rather than out and out gore or jump scares. You actually got a reasonable about of feedback to know if you were going right or
wrong where some puzzle games give you nothing until you find the solution.
Some of the controls need a bit more finesse, the final one in particular was hard to control.
Well done devs, more please.. awesome game

end my life. Nice game,i can t pass the lvl81 but i m still trying, if u want a short game , this is what are u searching for, it has
100 lvls. Basically you are the shroom overlord who must take your mushroom people and saute them together in a buttery land
war, capturing the most mushroom buildings and having the most mushroom babies (The mushroom people live inside other
mushrooms. Is that guro or cannibalism?).

It's fairly challenging with simple mechanics but enough different elements that it doesn't get monotonous.

This isn't an easy RTS. I'm playing on easy right now and am having to restart each level several times which can be frustrating,
but ultimately rewarding when I beat it. I don't really have any complaints!

I like this game enough to spend $10 on it after playing for free when I played the demo on the PS3.. This dlc simple adds a
campaign that is only composed by ground combat missions like in the main game the ground combat is awfull so I honestly
recomend for people to stay away from this.. the game is truly awful, i really hope you dont buy this game as its, boring, slow,
and its basically a fetus version of terraria. 4/10
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First things first \u2013 this game will not teach you the rules of Go. If you\u2019re a total beginner, this isn\u2019t the game
for you: there\u2019s no tutorial, and the documentation is very basic, so if you\u2019ve never played Go before, please check
out some of the excellent resources available on the web first. (One excellent place to start would be Reddit at \/r\/baduk \u2013
Baduk being the Korean name for the game.)

If you already know how to play, then the question you should ask is, is this game for you?

The obvious thing the game offers you is the AI. Rated up to 7d, this is the most powerful commercially available Go AI, and
can challenge all but the most skilled amateurs. Its minimum setting of 13k, on the other hand, should match up pretty well
against anyone with more than a handful of games\u2019 experience. In addition, the game supports handicaps up to 9 stones,
and based on a couple of games, it does a good job of playing handicap Go (far from universal amongst Go AIs).

So while a player of almost any skill level can get a good game from Crazy Stone, all but the strongest could do the same against
any number of cheaper or free AIs available. Given that, why would you pay such a steep price for the best AI?
The reason is the item at the bottom of the features list: the Analysis Engine. Crazy Stone allows you to review and analyze
games you\u2019ve played against the computer as well as games from the major online Go servers (anything that can export a
game record in standardized format). For each move you can see Crazy Stone\u2019s analysis \u2013 including the top 20
moves it considered and the relative value of each. If you\u2019re willing to put in the time to go through it, this is almost like
being able to play a teaching game any time you want, having a 7d grade your moves.

For me, the Analysis Engine is worth the entire price of admission. I\u2019m roughly 1k-1d strength, so I usually know most of
the moves that Crazy Stones evaluates, but going through the analysis gives me tons of food for thought about the differences
between them.

Technical notes: this program can use all the CPU you can give it. I\u2019m running this on a fairly beefy CPU i7-5930K,
6-core 3.5Ghz \u2013 looking at the Analysis Engine, this allows it to simulate about 10,000 games per second. Generally
speaking, it seems to take around 30,000 simulations to get a good analysis for a move, so about three seconds on this machine. I
also tried it on an i7-3770K, 4-core 3.5 GHz \u2013 7,000 games\/second, and an i7-4810MQ, 4-core 2.8 GHz laptop \u2013
6,000 games\/second. So it seems like most 4-cores would need around five seconds of analysis time per move. Unfortunately, I
don\u2019t have any duo-cores to try out, but you can probably figure on doubling that time to ten seconds.. bad story and bad
gameplay!. A bit hard to get into although after i learned how the game works i had quite a lot of fun in it. It's a game easily
played like a cardboard game especially if you decide to play using turn based mechanics. It's simple, graphics aren't too good
but for this price it was a great experience. Devs talk with players and try to improve their game so i would surely buy it to
support them.. It feels like LuGus Studios start running out of money. As if everyone that would want Liftoff already has bought
it and now are they not selling so many new copies. To solve it they release a DLC. Although it is not a big DLC it is also not an
expensive one, so the developers are not greedy, which is great.

The night maps look good. It is very nice with additional details like fog, lit windows, campfire, candles and more. (However
you can land the drone in the campfire without taking damage and you can\u2019t blow out the candles by flying over them). It
feels like the Night Fever maps generally looks better than their respective daylight map.

One thing I was hoping for in this DLC was the cyberpunk drawing board. While it looks good it sadly has two big flaws. One is
that the reflection on the floor only reflects the sun. If you e.g. are standing inside a box you can\u2019t see the sun directly but
you can see the sun through the reflection on the floor. The second drawback is the complete lack of shadows. Sure for that it fit
the cyberpunk theme but it also makes it much harder to understand the 3D structure of the map.

The DLC also contains many drone skins. Some look really good and other has additional functionality with flashlights. One
natural drawback with FPV is that you don\u2019t see your own skin while flying. On the other hand the game does a good job
with showcase your drone in a lot of other situations (e.g. loading screen).. what a waste of money, non stop bullies every time i
tried to build anything ( no one around for ages might i add ) these 2 people just kept destroying my stuff. refund please :(. Hats
off to producers/publishers and devs of this game. It's older but OMG, the multiplayer actually works! Unlike 80% of the crap
out there. Flawless install, nice GFX and easy to get a game going with your homies. Had it installed and playing with my bros in
less than 5 minutes. Highly recommended!. As much as I love the concept, this is abandonware. Real shame because some of
the game theory here is excellent. The asking price is much too much for the amount of content here. They're flogging this off
as what is basically a sandbox with some achievements thrown over the top and some arbitrary "ends" to aim for.
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Challenging enough though, but the gameplay is repetitive. Saddest thumbs down i've ever given. Catch on sale for \u00a33-4..
Fun, quick, simple. Some of the one liners made me chuckle a bit. Light hearted humor the whole way through. this is so much
better than heat 2 was.i really enjoy racing now with my tspc wheel and fanatec pedals.. Do not buy this unless you plan on
playing through the game multiple times. You have to beat the story to even use them. I personally don't think this game is
replayable enough to justify buying this dlc. I bought the ultimate edition or whatever and was shocked to see that payed DLC
was locked on your first playthrough. Don't even think I want to finish the game now, let alone do it twice.
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